
LUCKY MAN


Music:		Yeah! (Paul Brandt) (CD:     Outside The Frame)
Type:			Circle, Alone or with a partner;				Difficulty:	Beginner
Choreographer:	Don Deyne, November 1997
Position:		Promenade or Sweetheart.  Partners need not hold hands.
			Singles may position themselves in either the inside or outside circle.
			If you wind up without a partner where it says to slap hands with someone, just clap.
			Begin on beat 17, as Paul say ‘Yeah’ or on the vocal.



Inside Circle
Outside Circle



Step, Scuff, Turn, Stomp, Hold, Claps
1 - 2
Step forward LEFT;   scuff forward RIGHT;
Step forward RIGHT;  scuff forward LEFT;
3 - 4
Step forward RIGHT;  scuff forward LEFT;
Step forward LEFT;  scuff forward RIGHT;
5 - 6
Step forward LEFT and turn ¼ right to face partner;  stomp (DOWN) together RIGHT;
Step forward RIGHT and turn ¼ left to face partner;  stomp (UP) together LEFT;
7 & 8
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands;
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands;




Vine, Clap, Step, Drag  (Circles will move in opposite directions)
9 to 13
Side step left;  step right behind left;  side step left;  touch RIGHT toe beside left and slap hands with the person across from you (or clap);  large side step RIGHT back to original partner;

Note:  adjust your vine to align with new person in the opposite circle, 
and again adjust the large side step to get back to your original partner.
ajustez aussi votre grand pas pour vous retrouver devant le/la partenaire d’origine.

Inside Circle
Outside Circle
14
Touch together LEFT;
Step together LEFT;
15 & 16
Hold;  slap hands with partner (&);  slap hands with partner;
Hold;  slap hands with partner (&);  slap hands with partner;




3 Shuffles Down LOD, Hold & Clap/Clap

Turn ¼ turn left to face LOD and
Turn ¼ turn right to face LOD and
17 to 20
Shuffle forward LEFT (L, R, L);
Shuffle forward RIGHT (R, L, R);
Shuffle forward RIGHT (R, L, R);
Shuffle forward LEFT (L, R, L);
21 & 22
Shuffle forward LEFT (L, R, L);
Shuffle forward RIGHT (R, L, R);
23 & 24
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands




6-Count Stroll, Hold, Clap, Clap   (with body angled a bit toward partner)
25 to 28
Step LOD LEFT;  lock step RIGHT behind left;  step LOD LEFT;  lock step RIGHT behind left;
Step LOD RIGHT;  lock step LEFT behind right;  step LOD RIGHT;  lock step LEFT behind right;
29 - 30
Step LOD LEFT;  lock step RIGHT behind left;
Step LOD RIGHT;  lock step LEFT behind right;
31 & 32
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands;
Hold;  clap hands (&);  clap hands;




Note:		As always turns are an option on the vines, and on the forward shuffles.  Keep your forward steps
		Relatively small, especially on that last shuffle.

START OVER AND KEEP SMILING!!!
Louise & Jacques Théberge

